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KIWO SCREEN BRUSH #1, #2, #3, & #4 

1. DESCRIPTION 
 
KIWO SCREEN BRUSHES provide you with a specific brush for 
each application step in the stencil cleaning process. Each brush is 
resistant to chemicals and has an ergonomically shaped handle. The 
different colored bristles allow for safe and fast identification of the 
appropriate application. 
 
2. APPLICATION 
 
Use only the specific brush for the specified screen cleaning step. 
For example, only use the degreasing brush for degreasing. Using it 
for other steps in the cleaning process can contaminate the brush 
and result in unintended consequences. 
 

KIWO SCREENBRUSH #1 
 
Application Step:  DEGREASING only 
Brush Description: long white bristles 
 
Use only for degreasing screens. Use KIWO SCREENBRUSH #1 
together with KIWO DEGREASER 1:20 concentrate or PREGAN A9 
to remove contamination/oils/chemical residue from cleaned screens. 
 
 

KIWO SCREENBRUSH #2 
 
Application Step:  INK REMOVAL only 
Brush Description: long blue bristles 
 
Use only for pre- and intermediate ink cleaning of the screen prior to 
stencil removal. Use KIWO SCREENBRUSH #2 together with any of 
KIWO’s ink wash cleaning chemicals like EXCEL INK WASH, 
KIWOCLEAN LM 781 E, or KIWOCLEAN CONCENTRATED INK 
WASH to remove ink residue from a screen.  
 

KIWO SCREENBRUSH #3 
 
Application Step:  STENCIL REMOVAL only 
Brush Description: long green bristles 
 
Use only for decoating/stencil removal. Use KIWO SCREENBRUSH 
#3 together with any of KIWO’s stencil removing chemicals like 
KIWO STENCIL REMOVER 1:20 concentrate to remove the stencil 
from the mesh. 
 

KIWO SCREENBRUSH #4 
 
Application Step:  HAZE REMOVAL only 
Brush Description: short red bristles 
 
Use only for mesh post treatment/haze removal. Use KIWO 
SCREEN BRUSH #4 together with any of KIWO’s haze removing 
chemicals like KIWO HAZE REMOVER, FAST LIQUID HAZE 
REMOVER, MEGA CLEAN ACTIVE, or PREGAN PASTE with KIWO 
ULTIMATE INK WASH, KIWO INK WASH, or PREGAN C4 to 
remove emulsion and ink haze/residue from a screen. 
 
 
 
 
 

3. PHYSICAL DATA 
 
Color:  #1 white 
  #2 blue 
  #3 green 
  #4 red 
 
4. PERSONAL PROTECTION 
 
During and after use with screen reclaiming products, brush can 
contain chemical residues. Rinse brushes thoroughly after each use. 
 
It is recommended to wear protective glasses and gloves when ever 
handling screen reclaiming products. See Material Safety Data Sheet 
of each product used for additional information. 
 
 
5. PACKAGING 
 
1 brush per box 
 
6. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  
 
For additional product information, please visit our web site at 
www.kiwo.com. All products mentioned in this Technical Information 
are available through KIWO Inc. and its distributor network. For 
further information contact your authorized KIWO distributor or KIWO 
directly.  
 
Thank you for choosing KIWO.  

 


